
555  GOLF  EDITORIALS 

‘PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE’ 

 

 

LOOK MOM NO HANDS! 
 
There is a plethora of suggestions about what your hands do in the golf swing. Debate and conversation 

are good things! The less work our ‘Hands’ do the better! Don’t squeeze the life out of a good grip! 

 

Your ‘Grip’ needs to support your very natural swing. We must learn what and where that is located and 

how it works. Are the hands ‘Weak, Neutral or Strong’? Is one strong and the other weak? Are they 

actually different generally or specifically? Is the ‘Target Hand’ in control? Is the ‘Brace Hand’ in 

control? Does one or the other manage the ‘Motive Force’? Do we accomplish our ‘Take Away’ with 

‘The Target’ or ‘The Brace’? We could go on! There are opinions and scientific answers!  

 

The basic truth that we know to be beneficial is that ‘The Hands Are Just Clamps That Hold On’. They 

more maintain solid contact and control rather than their investing in doing the ‘Work’. 

 

When we think of the magic consistency of ‘Iron Byron’ … plus or minus less than a foot out at ‘Full 

Swing Driver’ realms … a long way out there … we must remember that there is no ‘Energy or Power’ 

created by the ‘Single Lever Assembly’. There is ‘NO POWER SPOURCE’ in that ‘Lever Assembly’. 

Iron Byron’s only ‘Power Source’, or ‘Velocity Generator’ is found in the ‘Pivot Engine’, in the 

‘Horizontal or Round & Round’ creator that we call the ‘Lower Body Machine’. (‘LBM’) 

 

‘Centripetal Force’ only ‘Bends & Straightens The Wrist Hinge’ or ‘Universal Joint’. It is the ‘Mass’ of 

the ‘Golf Clubhead’ (‘Secondary Lever’) and the actual ‘Primary Machine Lever’ that creates any and all 

movements. The ‘Mass Of The ‘Primary & Secondary Lever’ performs in an ‘Orbit’ that is NOT 

manipulated during the ‘Back & Up’ or Down & Out Swings’. (‘No Hand Action To Manipulate’)        

 

There are ‘No Hands’. Just One firm clamp to secure and hold onto the ‘Golf Club Handle! 

 

Are YOU ‘Just Holding On’ or are YOU trying to make things happen with your ‘Hands’? If your 

‘Clubface Is Aimed Squarely Down The Line’ (‘Proper Grip’) and you are simply ‘Rotating’ around your 

properly ‘Set-Up Forward Inclined and Aft Tilted Pivot Axis’, if your ‘Alignment Axes’ are properly 

established,  you will get no counterproductive ‘Spin Rate’ and ‘Ball Flight Curvature’. (see ‘Glancing 

Blows or Cut Shots’)  

 

A huge requirement is that one gets the ‘Sweet Spot’ (‘Clubhead Center Of Mass’) back down to ‘Bottom 

Of Swing Arc’ (‘BOSA’) where the ball patiently awaits the ‘Impact & Separation’. (see ‘Impact 

Fix’)(see ‘BLEA’)(see ‘Bend & Straighten Drill’) 

       “Welcome Aboard!” 

         “Enjoy The Ride!” 
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